Mr. Ajay Mittal
Ajay Mittal is a young entrepreneur and opportunity maker from Kolkata, India. He believes it’s our
responsibility to work towards improving the state of the world and provide equal opportunities for all
human being to live a life unleashing their true potential. While pursuing his graduation he joined Leo
Club and AIESEC, the world largest youth run organization which brought major learning and
awareness on global issues. In 2012 he led the expansion of student sector of AIESEC as Vice
President of the city chapter and started his first venture into transit advertisement. Ajay is Director of
Project Life Force a Non Profit organization working on voluntary blood donation in the city of
Kolkata, It is a 100% volunteer run organization with 200+ volunteers, organized 100+ camps,
facilitated over 22,000 units of blood, 24X7 blood helpline, pioneer in Single Donor Platelets
donation process. He is also on the Governing board of HIVE India, a Non-profit working with the
local police to run a unique emergency response unit that reaches out to APAROS (Any Person at risk
on streets) of Kolkata, an organization that forms a safety net weaving together all stakeholders from
the administration and other NGOs on an average rescues and rehabilitate close to 1000 lives every
year. Ajay is a Global Shaper at World Economic Forum where he launched an impactful project for
city hub to promote Good Samaritan culture in the city by conducting Basic Life Saving skills camp
in educational institutes, corporates and housing apartments to prepare people for medical
emergencies. He was recognized among the top entrepreneurs for his new venture mera workshop for
a competition Egiye Bangla organized by the Government West Bengal and IIM Calcutta.

Mr. Akshay Gunteti
Akshay Gunteti is a traveller, an Entrepreneur and a Climate Change leader. He embarked on the
journey to meet entrepreneurs across India which is known as ‘Indian Start Up Tour’. The main
objective of the tour is to understand the basic challenges faced by the entrepreneurs and to reduce the
failure rate of startups in India. He also spent much of his time at Incubators, Accelerators and
Research Centers to better understand the startup Ecosystem and its challenges. Till now he has
covered 25 cities in a span of 12 months traveling across 25000 km in India. In his journey he helped
more than 100+ startups in rural and urban areas in every possible ways such as financial, mentoring
and networking with the various stakeholders in the ‘Indian Startup Tour Phase 1’. In his Phase 2, he
aims to cover 40 more cities in the Northern and North Eastern parts of the country. Akshay has
himself endeavoured into three major startups of his own. One of which is Startupp, a location based
networking platform for the entrepreneur community to find like-minded individuals and engage with
incubators, accelerators, investors and various start up initiatives. During his journey he met few tribal
communities in Kerala where they are into making Eco-friendly handmade clay based jewellery. Stay
Travel is an easy pocket, laid back business friendly co-working space with accommodation at remote
places near Hill Stations, River Sides and Beaches in order to promote social tourism. As part of his
commitment towards climate change, he has been selected from India to go to Antarctica next year to
better understand Global Warming. He is now on a mission to make more Climate Change Leaders to
work towards protecting the Environment. He is also a public speaker and has given talks in more
than 25+ Colleges, Universities and Conference about his journey, entrepreneurship, travel and
climate change.
Mr. Amit Garg
Amit is on a journey to build a culture of performance excellence in Indian Education System. For
him, every student has the right to dream about their future as per their inherent abilities and that it is
the collective responsibility of the community to fulfil this dream. He sees the Indian Education
System suffering from a mind-set of mediocrity and strives to bring a change from its current
“Attitude of Chalega” to “Attitude of Excellence”! Drawing like-minded professionals from the
Industry & Academia, he is spearheading this core shift by setting up Institutional Excellence Forum.

The forum is focused on making India a “Preferred Destination” for Higher Education by developing
Excellence Attitude & by making it a Better-Informed Career Hub. Amit has also been conferred with
“Karamveer Bronze Chakra” at the “Rex Karmaveer Global Fellowship” (RKGF) awards for Social
Justice and Citizen Action.

Ms. Anandana Kapur
Anandana Kapur has continued to dedicate herself to the task of creating social change through
storytelling in film and training spaces. She has conducted gender and cinema workshops for
underprivileged youth along with WISCOMP which is under the aegis of HH Dalai Lama. She also
conceptualised, developed and coordinated a flagship course on Media and Translation for the NGO
Katha by way of skills development and critical thinking among youth in Delhi. The co-creation of
CINEMAD India with her colleges Jayakrishna and Subhash has seen the formation of a film based
organisation that documents and supports initiatives of young women and men supported by NGOs
and entrepreneurship programmes in India and abroad. She has also received the Shastri Indo
Canadian Institute fellowship for developing project "Baatcheet".

Ms. Anita Babu
Anita Babu is an ardent dancer. In her first attempt on the topic of Water Conservation titled NADI
NARAYANI which highlighted the issue of protecting our water bodies. So far they have performed
this item at over 30 occasions at various festivals and functions across India, She was nominated and
awarded the WOMEN LEADERSHIP ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN ARTS &
CULTURE from the World Women Leadership Congress in 2016 for her work in the field of Odissi
and using it as a medium to highlight social issue. Her next attempt was in 2015 was on the topic of
harnessing the power of SUN as a source of energy. The title was SURYA TRISHNA. Her latest
attempt has been in 2016 which is on the topic of Human Trafficking. The title of this production is
'AGNIKANYA - We Will Awaken' reflecting the life and struggle of millions Indian women who fight
against a sea of social oppression. The dance depicts the struggle of the protagonist to achieve her
dreams and aspirations despite all hindrances.

Mr. Binayak Dewan
Binayak Dewan heads the NGO -Socio Educational Welfare Association (SEWA), in Dibrugarh,
Assam. SEWA is working for the socio economic development of the tea communities residing in the
Tea Estates. Binayak has been instrumental in implementing SEWA’s mission of uplifting the socio
and economical status of the tea communities, with his core group of staff, by successfully
implementing its various projects. They have provided scholarships to 1300 students from the tea
community for higher education. 50 community members were trained on making clean cook stoves
which is fuel efficient and smokeless and 744 households were provided with clean cook stove at a
subsidised rate. 63 stoves were distributed free to the severely flood affected households in
Dibrugarh.600 households were provided technical and financial training out of which in the first
phase 55 households were provided with grants to purchase chicks, feed and construct chicken coop
as a means to increase income.8 Self-help groups (all females) were formed and in the first phase two
SHG’s have been provided grants to start a small candle making unit.50 youths who were school drop
outs have been identified and placed in various vocational institutes to empower them with skills to
earn a better living.

Ms. Dolly Singh
Dolly Singh is the founder of India's largest standalone poetry festival - Delhi Poetry Festival. It
gives people of Delhi an opportunity to come face to face with eminent poets, writers, performers and
academicians. Determined to promote poetry from the grass root level, she created a platform
NewLeaf Minds, for school children. They provide them opportunity to get published, a platform to
showcase poetry writing talent, poetry writing workshops to hone their skills and contests to keep
them on their toes. So far she has published and edited four anthologies by children, for children:
Fledglings, My Little Verse, A Pocketful of Sunshine and Nature's Jamboree
They have recently launched Indian Poetry League (IPL) that will engage over 2000 schools and
over 300 colleges from Delhi NCR in a three-level poetry contest. IPL is first of its kind in India and
it promises to bring in a poetry revolution in Delhi, to begin with. Currently, she is working on her
poetry book and another on the works of famous lyricist Irshad Kamil. Besides, being a poet and
editor, she also wears the hat of a fashion designer and has a design line by the name of Final
Impressions by Dolly Singh.

Mr. Gauravv Mittal
Gauravv Mittal, CEO & MD of ITCONS e-Solutions Pvt. Ltd., Karmaveer Chakra Awardee of year
2014 has done a wonderful/ marvellous job creating employment for thousands of fresh graduates
passing from college. He had come up with a brilliant idea of hiring the resources in their final
semester of graduation and imparting industry specific skills to them as per company current and
projected requirements so that they are productive from day one. Today ITCONS employs more than
2600+ such graduates who were hired as fresh graduates from various colleges across India and today
they are highly skilled productive resources on various technologies. Besides being CEO & MD of IT
Organization, Gauravv Mittal is the world famous celebrity Astro-numerologist popularly known
as MahhaGuru, who has a great hold over occult sciences; among these are Numerology, Astronomy,
Astrology, color & gems therapy, Vastu, Rudraksha Therapy, Prasanavali, Ayurveda mixed with
Astrology, Reiki, Vedic Mantra, Tantra Science etc. Before Astro/ Numerology enlightenment,
MahhaGuru – Gauravv Mittal did his Masters in Finance with International Marketing and Bachelors
in Electricals from premier B Tech institute. MahhaGuru is The Founder of ITCONS e-Solution
Private Limited, which is approx. 50 crore IT Staffing and consulting company.
Ms. Geeta Sahai
Geeta Sahai is a communicator, media professional, rather campaigner, a writer and a documentary
filmmaker. After been associated with various well-known TV channels, radio and print magazines for
nearly three decades - where she passionately launched a few campaigns in the field of Mental Health,
Gender and on Special Children, she started her own foundation in 2015 - SWAYAM FOUNDATION.
Her Foundation focuses on gender and mental health issues and creating awareness through art and
culture. She feels that mental health issues are still ostracised from the 'drawing room' discussions. It
is kept under the carpet. Besides stigma been attached to it, masses generally do not understand the
gravity of mental health issues. Families and friends hardly understand and care about old people who
develop signs of dementia and Alzheimer's. Through her foundation, she hopes to launch a campaign publishing & digital campaign to sensitise younger generation about Alzheimer's. She feels that it is
very vital as India is the third largest country to be afflicted by it after China and America and the
onus of being a sensitive caretaker and letting the Alzheimer's patient live with dignity till his/her last
breath, rests on the younger people. "Awareness has to be created," she strongly feels. Geeta Sahai
helps Alzheimer's Societies. She has invited families and friends to share their untold stories about
battling with it, their lives, struggles, guilt and perhaps liberation from it, taking into consideration

action vis-a-vis intention. She plans to publish them in a book form and initiate self-help groups,
support groups in other parts of India, too. She is charting out modalities for digital, video-audio and
publishing campaign.

Mr. Jatin Kataria
Jatin Kataria has created vibrant startup ecosystem in Saurashtra region beyond tier I cities and
brought/ started many new platforms and opportunities like Founders dating, Founders meet, 1-1/
peer-peer/ group mentorship, Screwing your start-ups (Realistic growth platform for startups), ID,
IBTD, IMD, junCkathon (Upscaling from junCk), Vibrant Saurashtra (startup opportunities), etc.
They are ready to bring platforms like “startup weekends, iREX, TEDx, Crowdfunding, Smart
Failures, Maker fest, Hackathon, startup concLive etc beyond tier I cities.”He started 1st ever
CoWorking Space of Saurashtra-Kutch region which is running and making lot of different in startup
ecosystem locally for 1 year. He is advising & mentoring many startups ranging from idea to growth
stage, startup enablers and investors. He is also into screening committee under nodal institutes for
startup India scheme of government. He has organised 80+ meaningful programs locally benefiting
7000+ people directly for free. Till now, he shared his experience & expertise with 80,000+ people
changing lives of 1000s of people and also empowering elders technologically. Open source peer to
peer mentorship platform, GrowR, expanded beyond 50+ countries. He is writing 2 books i.e. “Does
world really understand youth” & “Innovation in Corruption”

Ms. Jyoti Dhawale
For Jyoti, HIV activism is her passion. Through the medium of social media, Jyoti has reached over
many fans and followers, touching lives, educating them regarding HIV and breaking the myth. This
further led her to the recognition of being an Ambassador for Beydaar (Pakistan) and Community
Advisory Board for The Well Project (USA). Not only that, she blog for The Well Project’s sister
concern A Girl Like Me, sharing her HIV journey – which was ranked as the fourth most read blog in
the year 2014 - 2015. Her dream and vision “By showing my face, wherever I go, I want to be a
living, walking, talking encyclopaedia as a Long Term Survivor of HIV’ with No Shame. She is
confidently flawed and confidently positive. She may be suffering from anything, but overall, she is a
human being first, struggling to live, striving to be loved and surviving to lead the best of whatever
life I have got”. Make love not hate. Show empathy, not sympathy. Let there be love and peace in this
world, free from stigma and discrimination. Be human. Preach humanity……Until…There is a Cure
is her Moto.
Ms. Madhureeta Anand
Madhureeta Anand is an independent filmmaker. Extremely prolific, she has directed two feature
films, written five feature films, directed many documentary films and series, spanning an array of
genres. Many of her films have won national and international awards. She also writes for various
websites and magazines and has been featured in various books and other publications. She is an
activist for women’s rights and rights of other minorities. She has consistently used her films and
influences to support the causes of ending violence against women and children. She has consistently
used her influence and films to advocate causes related to gender, sexuality and child rights. Her film
Kajarya collaborated with 21 NGOs in India and abroad including Eve Ensler’s - One Billion Rising.

The film has become a tool for activism and to provoke discussion. She has set up a project in East
Delhi’s Mandaveli area with SMS - an NGO working in the area of gender. She has launched with
ActionAid India - “Two Way Street” an initiative to catalyze media for social change. Two Way
Street’s key goals are tofacilitate accurate representation of communities, social causes and issues
through the media. And act as an advisory body to provide non-binding recommendations to
stakeholders engaged with media. Madhureeta founded and is the festival director of the only Digital
Film Festival in the country; the 0110 Digital Film Festival. The festival, started as collaboration with
the British Council, Fame Cinemas and PVR Pictures, has well known filmmakers and actors on its
jury. In 2007, she directed, produced and wrote ‘Laying Janaki to Rest’, a documentary film on Sita
the Goddess; ‘The Magic Tent’, which she co‐wrote and produced. In 2006, she was awarded the
Silver Conch at the Mumbai International Film Festival, for her film ‘Walking on a Moonbeam’.Her
documentary ‘Education – A reality or a myth’ was nominated at the Zanzibar International Film
Festival in 2002. Her film titled ‘Sin’ was nominated in the Short Film section at The DamahFilm
Festival at Seattle (USA) in October 2002.
Ms. Maitreyi Nandy
Maitreyi Nandya, a freelance artist, born and brought up in a cultural environment in Kolkata, India.
She studied BVA from Rabindra Bharati University. Tagore songs are her obsession. For more than 25
years she has been in creative field by passion and profession. She has participated in many national
& international exhibitions & bestowed with couple of prestigious awards including National level
awards. For her art & life are alike, both are simple yet both are complicated. Her conscious &
subconscious mind reflects in her works. Being a creative person she has got very deep & keen
interests to work with children & Women, especially the deprived ones. She has been working with
some NGO's like Literacy India, Casp Plan, and Empowerment India etc. as a creative partner for the
last 15 years. Art for her is the manifestation of our society, its reality, culture, diversity. Her art will
contribute in bringing about a positive change in society-a change in the way people view art, a
change in people's attitude towards social responsibility & a change in the block of our future- "India's
children" because she thinks art has the power to move people profoundly, to empower our society.
Her art stimulates the intellect besides being a delight to the eyes, the eternal quest continues this way.
Her paintings have been a part of various public & private collections both in India & Abroad.

Mr. Manish Jaiswal
Manish Jaiswal is a student of BA III year. He loves the words that say "don't leave a better world for
the children rather leave better children for the world". With educated children we can preserve our
beautiful earth. His work is dedicated for children of Indian village with vision for making Indian
villages totally literate. In March 2015 he registered organization named i-kiran foundation (trust)
slogan "combining Indian rays together" with the help of few professionals who is now serving as
bord member Organization's work is concentrated in the field of education and community
development which is an area of greatest interest in today's society. They work for the upliftment of
the village children by helping them to attain self -sustainability. They bring everything possible to
give quality education to village children. Many of the children they assist are orphans or children
living in poverty by enhancing the quality of village children in need, well as their respective families

they actively help them to gain access to education. They also promote primary education and gender
equality in village area. They are further planning to give beautiful direction to migrants, street,
orphans and disabled village children by breaking there chains of poverty in three steps. Firstly
preferred education is a child right secondly building confidence so that they make their own destiny
and last but not least by opening space for livelihood by creating employment opportunities for them.

Ms. Nancy Katyal
Nancy Katyal is the founder of Lead Image Consultant & Soft Skills Coach at ‘The Perfect YOU’ – a
trusted organization to make the colleagues look the part through the words they speak, the clothes
they wear, body language and etiquette. Through her training programs, Nancy has been a guide to
many esteemed corporate offices, Fortune 500 companies, colleges/ schools, SME’s, NGO's and made
a difference in their life. Nancy is also a storyteller and has facilitated some very effective team
events, engagement campaigns, needs evaluation sessions and workshops. Her ideas have inspired her
to put in endless number of hours into facilitating learning sessions. In her learning sessions – she
focuses around broadening the potential and honest self-expression for her audience to use their own
experience and imagination to discover. Her work has cut the doubt and inspired many minds by
removing the restrictive thoughts and prejudices in them.
Her community workshop campaign – ‘Making the good people stand up’ for the economically less
privileged people was widely appreciated in the Pune Community.Her work has grabbed a wealth of
praise and media attention. Nancy is a LIMCA Book of Record Holder for a unique workshop that
she led to action along with 11 consultants. Her views and articles have been featured in The Times of
India, The New Indian Express, Pune Mirror, Sakal times & magazines e.g. Good housekeeping,
Perfect Woman, efiction India magazine etc. She also appeared on Radio sharing her views on Image
and people building tips. Nancy was also featured in the list of Elite Image consultants in India.

Ms. Nilanjana Das
When the passion and desire of an aspiring social entrepreneur unites with the dire needs of a few rural
women to attain financial and social security, an organization, a movement – ACT is born. ACT
(Action Center For Transformation) justifies its name by strongly believing in action oriented
approach and transforming the lives of women. ACT advocates women‘s empowerment as a
sustainable solution. ACT’s endeavor is to make the women financially independent and in that
process develops their innate strength to take decisions and responsibilities, providing them the right
motivation and right atmosphere all along the way. Starting from one dark corner with two women and
then reaching out to more than three hundred women providing skill development trainings and
supporting them to generate an income on a sustainable manner. The efforts are ongoing to identify,
train, promote and develop a chain of rural women upcyclers across the zone which helps to generate
an income and create a ripple effect bringing changes in their lives. The innovative outcomeas the
ACT PAPER WINGS - a brand of ecofriendly handicraftsmade with love and conviction is a
personification of creativity that our women force is showcasing it to the world.They have met the
challenges of beautifying waste paper into hundred forms of utility. ACT along with the team of strong
rural women sends a message of recycling paper and reducing the carbon footprint, hence conserving
the environment and developing an eco conscious society.
Mr. Pawan Verma

Pawan Verma is a Professional Speaker, Author, Publisher and Management Consultant. A senior
management professional from India’s insurance sector, he has worked for some of the large
corporates in both the public and private sector space and handled top management responsibilities.
He has also worked as Director on the Boards of a few leading companies in the financial services
space. Professionally, Mr. Verma is associated with some of the leading global research forums,
consulting platforms, speaker bureaus and humanitarian organizations. He has been a regular speaker
at some of the national forums and international conferences. He has authored a few books and is a
regular publisher of books, including Kindle e-books, print & audio books on platforms, like Amazon,
Create Space, Audible, etc. Mr. Verma is a dedicated Rotarian and is the President-Elect of the Rotary
Club of Millennium City, Navi Mumbai, for the year 2017-18. He is known for his relentless pursuit
of innovative ideas and alternative actions for social transformation. This REX Karmaveer Silver
Chakra is being awarded to Mr. Pawan Verma in recognition of his continued thought leadership and
sustained pursuit of alternative action to serve the humanity and bring about a positive transformation
in the society that we live in.
Mr. Pradeep Mohapatra
Pradeep Mohapatra, a development catalyst with 28 years of experience in managing human
relationships, environmental and development initiatives especially on community resilience, have
exposed to local & regional NGOs, International NGOs like CARE-India, CYSD - Plan, RGVN,
CPSW, with government and PSU from State and government of India. He has shouldered
responsibility in undertaking massive livelihoods-restoration from super-cycloe-1999 onwards. He is
spearheading UDYAMA, as founder, undertaking citizen-action on DRR, END-WATER-POVERTYcampaign, Deepening-Governance & Capitalizing-Mainstream resources-impact-towards livelihoods
& Community-Disaster-Resilient-process & Climate Justice, human rights along with life-skillbuilding and demonstrating sustainable consumption and production with rejuvenating rich social &
ecological capital. He is a team-player working in tough & challenging-conditions & managingmajor conflicts are my strength, undertake Next-Development-Challenges. Sometimes he undertakes
action-research and evaluations. As passion he is working with community-directly to change-culture
of self-resilience and negotiations.With his learning ability he has managed and engaged community
resilience process linking with grass.

Mr. Pranav Dwivedi
Pranav Dwivedi is Professional Political Campaign Strategist, Social Activist, Digital Media Expert
and a Young Policy Analyst.He is the Founder of Rayons-Enlightening Humanity Society-a social
organization working on youth policy and advocacy & Co-founder of Diligence Group, an
IT company that provides digital solutions to National and International clients. Pranav works on
several issues related to Environment, preservation of water and natural resources, poverty alleviation,
electoral reforms, corruption, child rights, animal rights, gender rights, gender crimes, environment,
cyber security, etc.As a missionary Social Entrepreneur,initiated fundraising campaigns and
awareness generating social movements, and these movements have been significant in changing the
overall attitude towards philanthropy and social justice. In 2013, Pranav Filed a PIL against the Illigan
Solid waste management plant of Bareilly in National Green Tribunal. Pranav has been profiled by the
United Nation Institution for his outstanding work on Rayons Society and Stop Acid Attacks.He has
also inspired stories in Lokmarg,Youth times and HaritKhabar Magazines.Pranav serves on the board
of a few organisations like Vision Ruhailkhand, Stop Acid Attacks, Mercy For all, The United
Souls,PoetrySociety,I-Tech Club,India Against Corruption (Western UP),Akhil Bhartvarshiya
Brahman Mahasabha etc. He is also nominated as a Fellow in My Parliament Fellowship 2015 for his

Policy making and analysis Skills.He served as a “Minister of Environment” during the Monsoon
session 2016.Currently Pranav is working with Political-Edge, as a Political Campaign Strategist. .

Mr. Pranav Sharma
Mr. Pranav Sharma, an engineer by education, is both a researcher and student of astrophysics, and a
litterateur of Urdu, Hindi and English writings. Apart from his major involvements in the study of
black hole binaries, multiple black hole systems and their gravitational interpretations he is also a poet
of varied tastes and genres. Starting at an age of 14, he got involved in several social, scientific and
cultural projects which led him to formulate Yash Pal Center for Science & Technology for promotion
and motivation of basic sciences by enhancing the interaction between the top stockholders and the
basic learner and inducing a thought processes that breaks the disciplinary boundaries thus
encouraging creative freedom and innovative research, co-founding Agra Book Club and now started
the Agra Poetry Society. He has also volunteered and initiated many social education ventures for
Right to Information Act, Environment Education, Interlinking of communities for tourism
enhancement in Agra, Yamuna Action Plan-II, Gangajal Project etc. He majorly contributed in
popularization and communication of sciences by conducting major workshops, lecture series and
exhibition reaching to almost 100,000 people in past 7 years. Starting with Romancing with the Stars,
a series of twenty five sky watching and astronomy workshops followed by Bramhanaad which is a
series of seminars, symposiums and exhibitions tracing the universe form its primeval sound in
association with ESO and CERN. God’s Paintbrush, an exhibition on the wonders of the universe in
association with European Southern Observatory (2012, 2013, 2014) was quite a hit, attracting around
25,000 students in 2014. He has been conducting Wittgenstein Lectures- a lecture series on logic and
philosophy of sciences for past 5 years. He is a key figure in dissolving boundaries between
disciplines and creating a common learning platform and support ecosystem for students in
Astronomy and training of community leaders in astronomy education. His major involvements
include Winter School on Astronomy and Billion Stars Campaign.
Ms. Rachna Gulati
Ms. Rachna Gulati, the Founder and Director of Sai Amartya Tourism Pvt. Ltd., has launched a
startup in an unfamiliar industry. Limitation of the industry knowledge didn’t prevent her from putting
her own ideas that could transform and improve the whole industry. She acknowledged that she had a
lot to learn which she did by simply asking for the advice, and by hiring team with the right skillset.
She is set out to change the way religious tourism is managed. She has made sure that it isn't just an
empty promise and by knowing the downsides of the old ways of doing things, she is determined to
change it. Her attitude is a prerequisite for true innovation in an unfamiliar industry and has made it
possible with the right approach. She helps the pilgrims focus on the basic purpose, the worship of the
divine, by well organizing the holy-tour from prologue to epilogue with a clear description through
information about the religious places and providing the online booking platform to book the tour on
the same website. The company savours the solitude in religious tourism fragment, collaborating the
descriptions, route maps, and images of 600+ sacred destinations as well as some of the exclusive and
unexplored divine spaces, all on the same portal. Where the industry is still trying to figure out
whether the traditional travel agents still play a role in the age of Online Travel Agencies and ECommerce, her organization provides the travel enthusiasts with offline and online booking and
payment facilities along with online/offline customizable travel packages, regular customer support
and a helpdesk to stay connected throughout the religious journey.
Mr. Rahul Prasad

Rahul Prasad is a 24 Years old student of St. Joseph's College, Bangalore and is a social activist
working on the fields of child welfare and child abuse eradication across country through a self
founded platform; Juvenile Care Charitable Trust. He started Juvenile Care as a platform for himself
and other college students to come forwards and work for child rights and child abuse
eradication.From past 6 years, he has not only given a platform to over 18,000 volunteers across
country to come forwards and work for child welfare but has also evolved himself to be a
motivational speaker and an inspirational leader.Presently Juvenile care operates in Bangalore, VIT
University, Vellore, Jaipur, New Delhi and Pune, Hubli and Kolkata. The volunteers across India
are comprising mainly of college students and working professionals.He has also published a
motivational handbook - Youth, From Bed to Ground and is on the way to publish his second
motivational book this season.Juvenile Care undertakes social activities such as Educational
workshops in slums and villages, medical and sanitation awareness workshops in slums, Awareness
drives in urban areas and delivering free education to rescued child labourers. His main aim has been
to encourage the youth across nation and motivate them to join hands and give back the society by
improving the lives of its children.In the month of September 2015, he adopted a village in Karnataka
and is trying to convert this village into a smart village by introducing better education,employment
and energy resources.Already a primary health centre and a cottage industry has been established in
the village keeping in mind the sanitation and employment issues of rural India.
Ms. Roshani Shenazz Nadirshah
Roshani is a dynamic person with 23 years in media and films, where she worked for some of the
biggest names in TV and the Indian Film Industry was interrupted by an unfortunate prolonged illness
compounded by sheer medical negligence during 2005-2006, which got her temporarily immobilized
waist downwards. Financially broke and living with her then 85 years old Father, she later sold her
home to repay debts. What stayed with her were implicit faith, fortitude, courage and determination to
rise above it all. Interactions with two faith healers during her seeming illness and later an Angel book
from a friend and the Charles Virtue Angel workshop in 2010, made Roshani more cognizant of the
intervention of these powerful beings in human lives. Trusting her intuition despite financial
obstacles, she quit a dream job to embark on her spiritual journey to enthuse people unveil their own
divine potential and recognize the same in others. Transformation followed and still continues with
Roshani inspiring many lives across the Globe. Roshani is also the Founder of MeherRoshani
Foundation, Mumbai. She has served as a Sr. Faculty – Producing, and is affiliated with The
Whistling Woods International, the premium world acclaimed Film School in Mumbai, India. She is
also affiliated with Institutions like; The ThadomalShahani Centre for Management, and conducts
seminars for the Institutions under the HSNC Board, The Rotary Club (City Chapters). Now through
her Workshops on Empowerment, Inspirational/Transformational Leadership and Practical Spirituality
and Potential Tapping Mindfulness for Individuals, Corporate and Institutions, she endeavors to equip
each individual with awareness and ‘elevated consciousness’ living that shall help them to recognize
and unleash their highest potential and shine their Light upon the world to serve as ‘Universal
Citizens.’

Mr. Sandeep Rawat
Sandeep Rawat is a Delhi based theatre practitioner and the founder/ director of Samarth theatre group
that aims to provide platform to the visually challenged students for showcasing their capabilities
through the medium of theatre. In the last two years, he has majorly written and directed two plays
“Bachpankuchkehtahai” and “Tagore’s women”. Both the plays were written on the two very
important issues of the present times. Bachpan kuch kehta hai puts questions on the kind of parenting
done in our society where as Tagore’s Women addresses the issues of women’s self identity and
liberation. Mr. Rawat has also run a programme with the name of “Rangmanch Ki Khidaki” through

which his theatre group conducts theatre and storytelling workshops in various NGO’s across DelhiNCR. Hence, giving the under-privileged children residing there, opportunities to learn theatre and
showcase their talent on public platforms.

Mr. Sourabh Kaushal
Sourabh Kaushal received prestigious Rajeev Circle Young Entrepreneur Fellowship in United States
of America. In addition, as a part of his fellowship, he also interacted with lots of innovators,
investors and mentors in Silicon Valley. He also attended TiESilicon Valley, visited Stanford
University and Interacted with NASA Scientists. Moreover, he also become the first Indian to
proposed new solution clean space junk from space and got Limca Book of Records for the same . He
also delivered a talk in TEDx as well as many universities and conferences. After returning back from
US he along with his colleagues started education startup (first startup of district, Yamuna Nagar) in
India with a vision to empower and skill individual so that anyone can learn, engage, experiment,
build, prototype and Invent. His mission is ONE STUDENT ONE INNOVATION and wants to skill
and empower 1 million students in coming year. He already interacted with 15000 school students in
India and associated with many schools like Army Public School, West Academy, St. Anselem, VLM
and many other. He is also working hard to set up labs in rural areas in North India so that students
can start doing innovation and creative. He believes that the 2030 deadline for achieving sustainable
development goals will be possible only if India introduce fundamental changes in the education
sector and he is working on same track.

Ms. Shabia Walia
Shabia Walia, a media professional who wanted to give back to society in her own small way. Shabia
has a lot of goodwill in her professional field having been in it for the last 24 years and she often
wondered how she could use this goodwill for the larger benefit of the underprivileged. In February
2015, the eureka moment happened and Shabia formed a group of 70 people whom she knew and
started 'The Bluebells Community'. The members call themselves messengers of help. The aim is to
spread smiles amongst the underprivileged and help those who reach out to them in any way. They
have raised almost 20 lakhs for Saba from Karachi who is suffering from Wilson's disease through the
campaign #SaveSaba. The campaign became a nationwide movement where Shabia's appeal of 'No
Borders, Only Love' got much support and encouragement on both sides of the border. The campaign
was propagated by all media and Saba became a darling of the nation with contributions flowing in
from india, Dubai, Pakistan and New Jersey. Secondly, they adopted Balgram, an orphanage in Beed
housing 45 kids and got a well dug there to sort out their water scarcity problems by raising 2.5 lakhs.
They also supply monthly groceries to our Beed children every month amounting to almost 45000/.
They support 'Team spreading smiles' whenever and wherever we can in helping out 13 orphanages in
Mumbai. They support and lend money to different causes on Milaap. From funding a sewing
machine to a lady in Orissa, to raising funds for a 3 year old kid suffering from leukaemia to lending
funds for kids education to helping women to build a toilet, we step in whenever we can. They
support Dreamz Home, an orphanage in Mumbai which looks after the old and the aged. 'The
Bluebells Community' efforts have been widely covered by the media from time to time.

Ms. Shruti Nagar Dave
Shruti Nagar Dave, 24 years old visionary is Founder of a TRUST, The Should Be Education, India.
She is recognized in diverse roles such as Philanthropist, Educationist, Life Skills/ Early childhood/

primary years’ expert, Instructional designer, Master Trainer and certified Innovative educator with
Microsoft Education. She has counselled women and children across globe in value education, “Mind
and heart Spa” “How to be better at creativity in life- problem solving”. She takes session through
Microsoft education to reach people across globe as she believes that positivity is contagious, rather
than working to change minds, we touch souls to change their perceived thought. She works with
diverse sectors in reaching out to as many women and children she can. She is an early childhood and
primary years’ education expert and contributes through her innovative workshops, seminars, digital
media, telephonic conference calls and doing a bit to see big change in the world. She works closely
with educators and young children, parent both in India in this project to empower their life and
support them in the pathway to create their vision and achieve it. She was privileged to organize first
iRex Education Gurgaon chapter in Gurgaon for 256 people in awareness drive for “school system
and quality education”. She has counselled 2000+ women 1 year for “Mind and heart Spa” “How to
be better at creativity in life- problem solving and Childology concept for parents was also launched
this year to look at parenting from child’s standpoint. She is now on her pathway to implement her
GuruSkul to serve “Education for all”.

Dr. Vahini Reddy
Vahini Reddy has been a trainer and mentor of the program of the United Nations, Entrepreneurs for
Social Change. Dr. Reddy has played the role of lead trainer and lead mentor and she became part of
the wider roster of United Nations experts in the field of Youth and Education. She has been leading
the development and delivery of training modules focusing on the business aspect of the social
enterprise. She has also been leading planning, organization and delivery of online and in-person
mentoring for students as well as for the alumni. She has been one of the most outstanding
professionals, competent, extremely flexible and able to overcome the difficulties in a creative manner
and always meet the challenges. Always capable of staying abreast of the most recent developments in
youth education, on top of her regular tasks she has been able to anticipate the students’ needs and to
offer innovative ideas and valuable recommendations for improvement. Her capacity to adapt her
teaching style to different audiences, whether younger or more experienced people, and her sensitivity
to establish an empathic connection beyond the cultural and religious background of her interlocutors,
allowed Dr. Reddy to quickly gain respect and attention, but also leverage the listening skills of the
students, as well as the various stakeholders part of programs. She has been rated within the highest
percentile in the evaluations provided by the students as well as the organizers.

Mr. Vidyadhar Prabhudesai
Vidyadhar Prabhudesai is currently Co founder and Director of LeadCap Ventures which works with
fortune 500 companies. LeadCap Ventures is rated among top 10 data analytics companies in India by
The Silicon Review Magazine, USA. He has been instrumental in developing a public private
partnership model to create industry student skill development programs which are running
successfully across India. He also initiated a citizen engagement tool - "Public Eye" which helps the
city's traffic police to effectively manage traffic violations. In 2015, Public Eye became official app of
Bangalore Traffic Police with more than 35,000 violations reported and Rs 45 lakhs worth additional
penalties collected. He also pioneered the idea of social assessments and launched a platform called
"Leadburg" in 2016 which enables youth to assess their skills and compare with the industry
benchmark. Prabhudesai has served as a member of Global Agenda Council on Youth Unemployment
during 2012-14. He was also the member of Task Force on Education For All at UNESCO. He is
also adviser on Youth Unemployment at Peach Child International, UK. He was also one of the
judging members for The Global Teachers Prize 2016. He was nominated as Global Shaper by World
Economic Forum in 2011 and received several awards such Indira Gandhi Priyadarshini, Karmaveer
Chakra and International Finance Corporation Prize on tackling the world unemployment

challenge. He was listed in Who’s who and Top 2000 intellectuals of the world for two years - 2013
and 2015.
Ms. Vimala Rajkumari
Vimala Rajkumari a Goldman Sach’s 10,000 Women Alumni founder of Vsual Brewery believes in
the quote by Ted Turner “The happiest people are those who are contributing to society” Vimala and
her husband Maisnam Johnson Singh founded Vsual Brewery with the mission of Bringing Elevated
Awareness through various media: Digital, Mobile and Television.In today’s world where media has a
very special place in our lives, Vsual Brewery would like to use this powerful medium to Educate and
bring Awareness towards making this world a socially aware place through Stories that Bridge
Cultural Gaps, Make Learning Fun, Educate and bring Awareness on key issues of Healthy Living,
Caring for our Environment, Living a Holistic Lifestyle. Working towards this mission Vsual Brewery
has produced a Kids Science TV Series, One Stop Science Shop for Da Vinci Media GmbH broadcast
in 41 countries. The show is aimed at igniting curious minds through a fun learning experience. Vsual
Brewery has also produced a series of videos for mycity4kids.com where experts from different fields
share tips and guidelines on different aspects of parenting and help parents be Better Human Beings.
Vsual Brewery takes their Mission further with their digital channel Soul I M bringing experts and
inspiring stories with the aim of guiding individuals to clear the clutter from their outer life and calm
their inner chaos through anything that gives them inner peace.

Mr. Vishal Jindal
Vishal Jindal is an anchor, photographer, filmmaker, entrepreneur, volunteer, motivator and engineer.
He organized Photography exhibitions on gender equality to promote National Champaign “Beti
Bacchao Beti Padhao” in the presence of Dr. Kamal Gupta (MLA Hisar), Mr. Daya Prakash Sinha
Ji and conducted/ hosted lots of panel discussion and Talks for Women Empowerment initiative by
TV Chanel Star plus & Dainik Bhaskar’s Madhurima Club. He Volunteered & trained little masters in
theatre for education and Anchoring with NGO Theater group for leadership and skill development
and also Volunteered, managed and Hosted the Haryana International Film Festival which is
considered as big initiative to Uplift the Vanishing Haryanvi cinema . After Getting inspired from the
rex Karmaveer Chakra he started his own show “Tea Talks With Vishal” which is a talk show based
on stories of unsung heroes and change makers .Soon he is coming up with his Big Social Champaign
“Say No to Guns” to maintain Love & Peace in the society

Mr. Vivek Satya Mitram
Vivek Satya Mitram is among youngest editors of Indian TV News industry who left his successful
journalism career after spending 12 years in mainstream media while working with reputed brands
like PTI, Star News, India News etc in senior most capacities to start India’s first ever Online Expert
Advice Platform ‘AdviceAdda’to help people in distress. AdviceAdda.com has helped over 18 lac
people across the globe in last 2 years of operations and solved problems of people for free who do
not have any access to expert help. It has helped thousands of people living in depression or going
through miserable issues including chronic diseases, teenage problems, relationship issues, teenage
pregnancy and suicidal tendencies. Vivek was very worried about increasing numbers of suicides in
India and after realising that timely discreet expert help from a professional expert may help people
sort out their personal problems which is the root cause of stress and depression in people’s life he
decided to change the scenario by creating a platform for millions of people to seek discreet online
help from experts for free. His work has been recognised by 70+ National & International media

houses including BBC, Tehelka, India Today, Business Standard, Hindustan Times, YourStory,
Deccan Herald, The Pioneer, DNA, FirstPost, AajTak, Zee News, Amar Ujala, e27 etc. He has been
awarded for his social enterprise venture on many platforms. He is a regular columnist and writes on
Entrepreneurship & Life Skills in many national dailies on regular basis. He is also working on soon
to be published a book on ‘Entrepreneurship’. He is also a well known Brand/ Media Strategist and
working with couple of organisations and individuals. Vivek has many more plans to explore that can
add a real value to human lives and make an impact on society to bring change at grassroots level.

